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i. drop
ii. saturate

iii. below, beneath & through
iv. potentiate vastness

v. incisors
vi. splinters

vii. glue making
viii. unmaking

ix. creep
x. gully

xi. beacon



drop

sink in.
 

fall beneath the surface
fill up your senses

the gaps between your cells
 

immerse yourself.



saturate

Warmth and cool
water hangs heavy. 
A dampening torpor

under a grey sky.
 

The tide rushes through, 
take a deep breath
and let it take you.



below, beneath & through

Slipped skins and transformation; 
blood and breath and bone. 

 
things that don’t speak in words

but in the pulse of bodies 
and rippling systems

 
Vibrating networks

Cumulative exchange
Interchange and interference

Twining space on the way up the scale
Tensioning small and large
Discordant harmonies
 
Wolves and foxes.  
 
Places below and in between;
Loam, and blood; petrichor, and ozone.



potentiate vastness
sucked away into death’s maze --

 
venture out, forth and back,

forget your sins and remember to
drown your wings

slip out, get caught up.
the maelstrom whirls

 
swirl, swish, swing,

twinkling tinkling
a beleaguered beluga moans mourning

my tongue is tied to its tortures

a deadly spiral looms
life pauses, we gasp for breath, you watch us
bleed
to whom does the paralysis belong
i can’t look any longer
 
the darkness tries to slurp my eyes right out
of my skull and into the void
the blackness has no need for sclera 
but it will hunt down the iris until night fades
burbling, babbling, a cackling call resonates
never fear, the hunt is here.

-- let’s hope it spits you out, one day



incisors

In quiet hours,
Through a haze of exhaustion

It rises.
 

Like drowning
Like choking 

on air and water
 

My demon, my darkness
by which name you call it,

It matters not.

My eyes glaze
The beast steps forward
And I surrender with deceptive ease
 
There is a lure in this thing:
A call to carrion,
To blood and iron.
 
We could test our self
Against the world,
It whispers.
 
Wreak wrath and destruction
Leave a trail of bodies,
Stack the corpses.
 
It would feel like euphoria



splinters

Pick the splinters
From beneath ragged fingernails.

 
The blood’s soaked in so deep,

It drips back out
Cresting, and falling,

Leaving splatters on the floor
Smears on the walls.

We are a savage beast
Built of blood and bone
Raw function and brutal efficiency,
There is no softness to cushion
our edges. 
Our teeth are sharp. 
 
It’s not a choice
No longer. 

To keep on fighting
To push forward.



unmaking
In battleyards 

of broken dreams
We laid them down

and split our seams. 
 

Our skins slipped free
slid wet over raw flesh

We plucked at the threads 
and watched them unmesh. 

 
Bowstring tendons snapped
and we cackled at the sight

Snuffed out by idle hands
the light died in the night.

A scatter of delicate filaments
danced over splintered bone
The weight of our sorrows
in the fabric they’d sewn. 
 
Piles of keratin and viscera
a pugnacious display
Feckless in their artifice
yet neatly sectioned away.
 
We await a new use now
their price has been paid
Our wares have been auctioned
for what, do we stay.



creep
Caught and hobbled,

A forest of slender stumps, 
cut off at the ankle. 

 
Cold, clear nights seep a creeping chill. 

Crawling up ribs
around napes of necks
along smalls of backs.

 
Skin clung tight to brittle bones
how much time do we have left?



gully

I feel like, I need to,
Crawl into, cool,

Dark undergrowth, dig,
Fingers and toes, into damp,

Earth, hide my face, 
Beneath a dense-leafed, canopy.



beacon

A day-light solitary, glows 
from between the trees. 

 
Petrichor, the earth opens, 

welcoming us home.
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